In gestation...

You're holding an embryo. This is our initial issue, and in this moment of bright-eyed (if sleep-deprived) creation, it seems appropriate to give a manifesto of sorts for blu and to reflect briefly on its conception.

blu was conceived as a nerve connecting cells of people; a forum where ideas can be exchanged and actions formulated between a widening circle of socially active individuals and organizations. That said, and with the current issue completed, the form that has emerged is more a collage of solicited essays, reprints, brief personal reflections, and an orgy of page-making. We don't apologize. Remember, blu is an embryo and embryos grow.

Another point that hit us as we leaf through the pages is the extensive space dedicated to the struggle of the EZLN in Chiapas. Although not intended initially, we decided this is good. The Zapatistas as an organization have a lot to teach the movement throughout the hemisphere. And the United State's economic incest with Mexico, consummated by NAFTA, compels us as citizens to support and aid the indigenous struggle.

As far as overall blu 1 content goes, we're still in debate. Although we consider ourselves politically informed and socially active, we are comfortable and middle-class. "So what," you say, "so are millions of other Americans." Precisely our point. We don't suffer injustice. We are spared the tyrannies and evils of the neo-liberal economic model. Hell, in every product we purchase we benefit from neo-liberalism. And although we try to "change the system" and "protest injustice," we often find ourselves cause hopping, protesting the latest and worst, and then moving on. El Salvador in '88. L.A. in 1992. Haiti in 1994. The more gruesome the details, the sexier the struggle. And once the international magnifying glass has strayed elsewhere, the suffering goes on.

"Radical Chic." The phrase has all the commercialized glibness of "Generation X," but it does apply. How do we, detached from the daily grind of economic repression on our over-furnished shelf in the bourgeois wasteland, become continuous in everything we do? How can we truly confront oppression, first in ourselves and then throughout the veins of modern society?

That is the debate. The answer? We're working on it. The talk around the subversive campfires has centered around a progression that the generations who have gone before us say is necessary. The revolution must begin within the individual and our relationships to one another. Then we can transform the community and the nation. It would be hypocrisy to do otherwise.

This is the beginning, a very embryonic beginning, to the building of a response.
mumia introduces blu

We are all inhabitants of one world. Nature created our planet as a round and living ball, not a container or a box. It is a form that invites an ever-expanding consciousness, and it should remind us to look beyond our narrow horizons to seek solidarity with others.

Solidarity means connecting with others in the great web of life, and in the common struggle of all human beings on earth for freedom, self-determination, justice, and dignity.

Our age is one of incredible interconnectedness—an age of capitalist mergers and acquisitions undertaken for the sole purpose of increased profits and control, an age of mass media and global information glut. For us who defy this system of death-bringing materialism, therefore, the challenge is also to connect. We must be willing to work our way out of the trenches we have dug for ourselves—whether they are political, religious, racial, or class-based.

Trenches are safe places to fight from, but when they become ruts, they weaken our effectiveness by isolating us from each other. Organizational rut prevent us from seeing our place in the larger battle. As walls or barriers, they limit its meaning for us. Worse, they blind us to the common humanity of our neighbor, and obstruct us from participating fully in his or her struggle.

If you truly mean to work for liberation, look for ways to stand together with others. Unite on behalf of all who fight for life, and join hands with them throughout this green and growing ball we call earth.

Ona MOVE,

Mumia Abo-Jamal
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Greetings to all of you,

Why do we need radical changes in the existing world order? Because this planet is on a collision course with destruction. The forces that are currently in power are completely indifferent to the welfare of the human beings who live here, and completely indifferent to the preservation of the flora and the fauna and the natural resources of this earth.

Why do we need revolutionary changes? Because without fundamental changes in the current power structure and in the political priorities that govern this planet, the predatory exploitation of human beings will continue to accelerate, and hunger, poverty and human misery will continue to consume the earth.

What are our choices? To go along with the status quo, knowing that future of all humanity is in danger, or to choose to live lives, committed to social justice. We live under a world system that promotes technological and commercial development, while preventing and undermining human development, spiritual development and ideological development.

Who will inherit this earth? The exploited or the exploiters? Those who fight against racism or those who perpetuate it? Those who fight sexism, or those who perpetuate it? Those who fight against oppression or those who perpetuate it?

We have the right to live in a world that is free from political repression, free from imperialism and military intervention, and free from war and war-like political policies. The more young people become conscious about what is going on, the more they will be able to make a difference.

Living in the United States means that you have a greater historical mission, because this government is responsible, not only for the suffering inside it's borders, but for human misery all over the world. At this point in history, the issue is not just changing the world; the point is to save it. For all of us who are not-so-young, it is inspirational to see young people coming together for freedom. Freedom for political prisoners. Freedom for oppressed people. Freedom for this world.

FREE ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS!
SAVE THE LIFE OF MUNIA ABU-JAMAL!
SAVE THE LIVES OF YOUR GREAT-GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN!